
India: KS2 Knowledge Mat 
Subject specific 

vocabulary 
City A large permanent 

settlement 

Human 
feature 

The structure has been 
made by humans. They are 
not natural objects.  

Physical 
feature 

The natural environment of 
a city or area.  

Climate The weather conditions and 
patterns in an area over a 
long period of time.  

River A river is a body of fresh 
water that flows across the 
land towards the sea.  

Mountain When tectonic plates collide 
(hit) together with force 
pushing land upwards 
forming mountains. 

Culture Culture is a pattern of 
behaviour share by a society  
or a group of people. 

INDIA 

Capital city New Delhi 

Language Hindi is the most spoken 
language. However other 
languages are also spoken there.  

Population 1.4 billion (rounded to the 
nearest number) 

Currency  Indian Rupee 

Flag  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mountain ranges  
 
Himalayas 
Aravali 
Western and Western Ghats  

Bordering countries 
 
Pakistan               Bhutan 
China                    Nepal 
Bangladesh 

Famous landmarks 
 
Taj Mahal 
Red Fort 
Golden Temple 

Major rivers in India 
 
Ganges 
Narmada 
Indus 

Surrounding seas 
 
Arabian  
Indian Ocean 
Bay of Bengal 

Exciting books 



Subject specific vocabulary 

Vibration Wobbling. 

Pitch How high or low the sound it. High 
pitch sounds vibrate faster. 
Low pitch sounds have lower 
vibrations. 

decibel The units that is use d to measure the 
volume of sound.  

volume How loud something is.  

amplitude How loud something is. Comes from 
the word amble which means big.  

sonar Sound navigation. High tech  
echolocation which is used by ships. 

percussion A musical instrument that is  struck or 
scraped by a beater.  

muffle Wrap or cover up to reduce the sound.  

Exciting books 
HOW DOES SOUND TRAVEL? 
Sound can travel through solids, liquids 
and gases. Sound travels as a wave, 
vibrating the particles in the medium it is 
travelling in. 

HOW DOES SOUND TRAVEL TO THE 
EAR? Sounds are made when objects 
vibrate. The vibration makes the air 
around vibrate, and the air vibrations 
enter your ear .Our brain hears the 
vibrations and turns this into a sound. 


